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ABSTRACT 
This thesis aims to perform a holistic investigation concerning how Airbnb accommodation 
features and hosts’ attributes influence guest’s reviews and how are the main topics 
distributed. A dataset containing almost 4 million reviews from major touristic cities in the 
world (Milan, Lisbon, Amsterdam, Toronto, San-Francisco, and Sydney) was used for the text 
mining analysis to uncover the reviews’ social and market norms, as well as the guests’ 
sentiments and topics distribution. This research uses both Mallet LDA (Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation) and Word2Vec methods to unveil the semantic structure and similarity between 
data in this study. This approach will allow hospitality providers to understand the impact of 
underlying factors on reviewers’ opinions for further improvement of their services. Finally, 
this study develops a predictive unbiased model to forecast the review’s scores, with an 
accuracy of 90.70%. 
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As tourism’s relevance increases, so do the offering of accommodations to satisfy the 
travelers’ needs. Besides the hotels, new internet-based booking platforms that facilitate the 
spread of alternative accommodation offerings start to expand (Brauckmann, 2017). These 
collaborative platforms, labeled as “Sharing Economy”, are challenging and redesigning 
traditional business models while ridding the tourism industry of monopolies and resource 
inefficiencies as they efficiently allocate assets and human resources (O’Regan & Choe, 2017). 
The research regarding Sharing Economy has verified an increase in the past years (Hossain, 
2020). 
In the last few years, these Sharing economy platforms have become particularly popular 
(Quattrone et al, 2016). This concept simplifies the relationship between suppliers and 
demanders, through a set of a peer-to-peer online marketplace, being the suppliers mostly 
individuals. In line with this increase, tourists have overcome the bias of “stranger-danger” 
(Suess et al., 2020), searching more and more for this type of experience. Recognized as the 
pioneer of the sharing economy is Airbnb, the marketplace for short-term rentals (Barron et 
al., 2018). 
 
1.2. AIRBNB: THE COLLABORATIVE PLATFORM 
 
Airbnb is an innovative collaborative platform for accommodation-sharing services that 
connects hosts and guests (Lu & Kandampully, 2016). Since its establishment in 2008, it has 
verified rapid growth and has connected more than 4 million hosts with above 800 million 
guests across more than 100,000 cities. It is a “community based on connection and 
belonging” where the hosts, as hospitality providers, “share their worlds to provide guests 
with the feeling of connection and being at home” (Airbnb, 2020). 
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The brand offers alternative accommodation for its users and challenges the models and 
practices of the conventional hotel industry (Bridges & Vásquez, 2016; Cheng, 2016; Zervas 
et al., 2017). On average, when compared to hotel rates, Airbnb rental offerings are valued 
21.2% lower for houses and 49.5% lower for single rooms (Lee & Kim, 2018). Sainaghi and 
Baggio (2020) analyzed the possible substitution threat between these listings and hotels and 
have verified that there is a potential substitution threat, especially, during weekends and 
holidays, in which there is a partial synchronization in the daily occupancies. Through the 
delivery of lodging services, it generates and provides unique local experiences to its users 
(Luo, 2018).  
 
1.3. ONLINE REVIEWS: THE MEASURE OF EXPERIENCES 
 
In the platform, the experiences are measured through online reviews. Web 2.0 emerging 
technologies have played a major role in the development of several types of user-generated 
content on numerous websites, like booking platforms, in which the guests can discuss their 
experiences related to the services or products with other users (Plank, 2016). Furthermore, 
81% of travelers are proved to consider these reviews important for their decisions (Statistic 
Brain, 2017). It is also verified that clients take other users' reviews increasingly into account 
to obtain information regarding accommodations, attractions, destinations, experiences and 
activities (Yoo & Gretzel, 2008; Park & Gretzel, 2007; Zhou et al., 2014). Thus, online reviews 
are a major information source that assists consumers and marketers in learning about the 
quality of the service (Chen & Xie, 2008) and, therefore, should be carefully and efficiently 
analyzed. 
 
1.4. TEXT MINING: UNVEILING THE HIDDEN FACTORS 
 
Text mining techniques are used to retrieve meaningful patterns and knowledge from 
unstructured text or raw data (Hung & Zhang, 2012). Sharda et al (2014) defined text mining 
as a semiautomatic process of extracting meaningful patterns from large volumes of 
unstructured text and transforming them into structured information. Regarding Airbnb, 
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these techniques are employed to extract semantic characteristics from review texts. Ding et 
al (2020) used text mining techniques to extract “service quality attributes from online 
customer reviews”. 
The steps to perform include “gathering, extracting, pre-processing, text transformation, 
feature extraction, pattern selection, and evaluation of results” (Liao et al., 2012). The 
statistical model involves word count analysis, probability model and frequency analysis 
(Chen et al., 2014). Additionally, the identification of data patterns to obtain high-quality 
information from text is the main objective of this approach (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012). 
Throughout the years, several studies were conducted applying a text mining analysis for 
several purposes. Text mining provides the tools for industries to understand and improve 
their products/services, enabling them to position themselves against their competition (Jain 
et al., 2013). Generally, online reviews, being text-based, encompass a lot more information 
to be analyzed, rather than online ratings, that are numerical (Ye et al., 2009). The analysis of 
these reviews is extremely valuable in the way that it offers a broader classification of the 
consumer experience, understanding the determinant factors of their 
satisfaction/unsatisfaction, and allows the possibility of analyzing their sentiments (Sparks 
and Browning, 2011). The impact of ratings on hotel websites has also been studied by other 
authors, such as Schuckert et al (2016) and Zhu & Zhang (2010). Moreover, using text mining 
methods, Zhang et al (2020) studied the relationships between the “host self-description, 
trust perception and purchase behavior” on Airbnb. Overall, text mining techniques allow the 
automatization of obtaining accurate and meaningful information to improve the decision-
making process of companies (Fenn and LeHong, 2012). 
 
 
1.5. PRIOR STUDIES AND RELEVANT FACTORS 
 
Reviews’ analysis from previous studies revealed that factors such as price value, home 
atmosphere, sustainability and community are drivers of the choice of using Airbnb 
(Guttentag, 2015; Liang, 2015; Tussyadiah, 2015). On the other hand, unpredictability, lack of 
cost savings, lack of efficacy and distrust are viewed as restraints for using the platform (Liang, 
2015; Tussyadiah, 2015; Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016a). Yang and Mao (2020) identified the 
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“accessibility to points of interest, transport convenience, the surrounding environment, and 
market conditions” as location factors that contribute to lodging property performance. 
Important Airbnb dimensions to consider are the “cleanliness” (Bridges & Vásquez, 2016), 
the “location” (Tussyadiah & Zach, 2016), the “economic benefits/cheaper price” (Guttentag 
& Smith, 2017) and the “household amenities” (Guttentag, 2015). Besides these features, 
Festila & Müller (2017) ensure that “authentic experience and host-guest interaction” are also 
a core dimension of the Airbnb experience. Additionally, Tussyadiah & Zach (2016) and 
Yannopoulou (2013) defend that the “time spent in local neighbourhoods” is another 
established measure to consider. The last researcher also argued that Airbnb involves a 
“meaningful life enrichment, human contact, access and authenticity”.  
In this way, the interactions with the host are an essential criterion when evaluating the 
user experience (Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016a; Festila & Müller, 2017; Lampinen & Cheshire, 
2016; Yannopoulou, 2013). Wu et al (2021) have verified that host-guest interaction increases 
guest's repeated reservations. Accordingly, Ostrom (2014) highlights social norms as 
necessary for a collective action to succeed, which corresponds to the social-moral 
relationship that determines demand alongside the price and market norms (Ariely et al., 
2017). 
Concerning the reviews itself, research has shown not only that negative reviews are more 
authentic and credible than positive reviews on Airbnb, but also the occurrence of social 
words is positively related to positive emotion, being, however, negatively linked to negative 
emotion in reviews (Zhang, 2019). 
 
1.6. THEORETICAL GAP AND CONTRIBUTION 
 
Prior studies are important to understand the Airbnb dimensions and features. 
Nevertheless, the previously presented researches lack an efficient and complete analysis of 
the reviews, where several hypotheses are considered to ensure full comprehension of the 
relationship between Airbnb’s components and user’s opinion. 
 Therefore, the focus of this master thesis is the detailed text mining analysis of Airbnb 
users’ reviews in different cities of the world, enabling the study of its evolution over time, 
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with emphasis on the way that social norms (social-oriented) and market norms (business-
oriented) influence the reviewer’s opinion, considering a holistic approach to these norms 
together with users’ sentiments, based on the identified topics to unveil the consumers’ 
satisfaction.  
Moreover, the predictive model that will allow the accurate prediction of the review’s 
score rating complements this project, providing a solid contribution and creating a basis for 
future studies regarding other variables and subjects. 
 
1.7. PAPER STRUCTURE 
 
The paper is organized as follows. First, it presents the context of this study followed by 
the review of existing literature and hypothesis on social and market norms, as well as 
sentiments analysis and topic modelling. With the conceptual model and methodology 
carefully described, the following chapters regard the analysis of results and the review’s 
ratings predictive model presentation. Finally, the results are discussed before detailing the 
main contributions, limitations and future research opportunities. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND/LITERATURE REVIEW AND 
HYPOTHESIS 
2.1. CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
The main research question of this master thesis can be defined as “How does the Airbnb 
market norms and social norms, along with guests’ sentiments, influence the reviews? And 








The dependent variable in this research is the review’s distribution, whereas the 
independent variables encompass the social norms, the market norms and the specific 
sentiments (e.g. positive, neutral, negative) shown in reviews regarding the customer’s 
opinions. These will be analysed considering the keywords/main topics present in the reviews.  
 
2.1.1 SOCIAL NORMS IN HOSPITALITY 
 
Social norms are considered a driver of behaviour in several social contexts (Krupka and 
Weber, 2013). These norms are connected with social and psychological concepts, such as 
factual convictions (Heiphetz et al., 2014), attitudes, which are directly related to an 
individual’s preference (Petty and Brinol, 2010), or self and group efficacy, which means the 
Figure 1 – Conceptual Model: Independent Variables and Dependent Variable 
Review’s Average Distribution 
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belief on the capacity to accomplish an objective (Bandura et al., 1999). As mentioned before, 
social norms are highlighted by Ostrom (2014) as required for a collective action to succeed.  
The Collaborative Consumption scenario is not different from the contexts 
abovementioned. From the literature presented, it is possible to understand that social norms 
are directly associated with the challenge that hosts in Airbnb have of matching the standards 
of the constantly evolving society.  
More and more the society standards and customers’ expectations regarding local 
accommodations are associated with authenticity and providing access to the “local 
experience”.  The interactions are considered authentic encounters that cannot be repeated 
in a conventional hotel setting (Tussyadiah, 2016) and tend to have a positive impact on the 
perceived authenticity (Liang et al., 2018). According to Mao & Lyu (2017), in Airbnb, the 
unique social nature tends to influence customers' emotional and behavioural responses, 
which will have an impact on the final review. Therefore, it is suggested that reviews 
associated with social norms influence the review overall score (H1). 
The social nature of this peer-to-peer social and virtual interaction creates more chances 
of establishing social connectedness and possibly of producing stronger social ties (Lin et al. 
2019; Perren and Kozinets 2018). Also, staying at peer-to-peer accommodation provides an 
opportunity to have closer connections, as it normally involves more human interactions 
between guests and hosts (Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016).  Subsequently, the social interaction 
in collaborative consumption appears to avoid customers from posting negative reviews (Pera 
et al., 2019). In this way, social Interaction and Interpersonal contact with hosts are crucial 
parts of the sharing experience (Bucher et al., 2018).  
Luo (2018) highlighted the word ‘host’ as great influencer over Airbnb users’ 
recommendations and supported that a careful clarification of destination attractions aligned 
with a hosts’ thoughtful service can contribute to customers’ positive feelings. Also, Chen and 
Xie (2008) identified that helpfulness, flexibility and good communication play an important 
role in building up the initial trust, which could influence the Airbnb accreditation system. 
Furthermore, 66% of the text segments with the term host contained positive sentiments. 
Hence, it will also be tested whether host interaction has a positive impact on ratings (H1a). 
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Additionally, Ert et al (2016) performed controlled experiments that have indicated that 
the perceived trustworthiness of the photos posted by hosts impacts the guest’s choice of 
booking and, therefore, the likelihood of Airbnb providers attaining bookings. Moreover, in 
the reviews, customers typically express sadness when their complaints are not solved by 
their hosts. Accordingly, customers seem to express anger when their listing facilities are not 
convenient (Luo, 2018). In order to avoid the unsatisfaction of customers, the host should 
make sure the descriptions associated with their listings truly match the customers’ 
expectations upon arrival. Taking into consideration the abovementioned studies, it is 
possible to state that a significant gap in the relationship between guest’s expectations and 
perceptions upon arriving at the accommodation can result in negative reviews (H1b). 
 
H1: Social Norms impact the Overall Review. 
H1a: Host Interaction has a positive impact on reviews. 




2.1.2 MARKET NORMS IN HOSPITALITY 
 
According to Ariely (2010), there are two different worlds. First, there is the one where 
social norms predominate, the second is where the market norms are in control. In this 
second one, the “exchanges are sharp-edged”, meaning that wages, prices, rents, interest and 
costs-benefits are considered core drivers, being the market ruled by “the soulless exchange 
of capital for goods and services”. 
Prior studies have demonstrated that price value is one of the drivers of using Airbnb. On 
the opposite side, as mentioned in the introduction, unpredictability, lack of cost savings, lack 
of efficacy and distrust are viewed as restraints for using the platform (e.g. Tussyadiah, 2015). 
Moreover, ”location” (city, beach, short, transport, nearby, shopping, bus), as well as a “good 
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place for family”, and “nice home” (bed, water, bathroom) could lead to a recommendation, 
being the location and amenities features mentioned in most of the content of the online 
reviews of Airbnb users.  
Additionally, characteristics, namely, “parks, bodies of water, airports and trains” are 
considered extremely valuable to travellers evaluating sharing accommodations. In reviews, 
customers showed concerns regarding appropriate transportation and location-related 
security issues (Luo, 2018). Also, “noise, floor, shower, parking, and door” have resulted in 
customers’ negative sentiments in reviews, which is directly linked to market norms 
perception of customers (Chen and Xie, 2008) and, subsequently, the cost-benefits of the 
accommodation and experience. 
Guttentag & Smith (2017) and Guttentag (2015), verified that valued features are 
“economic benefits/cheaper price” and “household amenities”. In this way, there is enough 
literature to support the hypothesis that reviews associated with market norms influence the 
review overall score (H2), which will be tested in this study, focusing on understanding the 
impact of sentences regarding market/business norms in the reviews. 
 
 H2: Market norms influence/have an impact on the overall review. 
 
2.1.3 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN HOSPITALITY  
 
 
Sentiment analysis corresponds to the process of extracting and categorizing opinions and 
emotions of users as positive, negative or neutral (Fernández-Gavilanes et al., 2016). An 
individual’s emotions analysis is attained through the identification of the text fragments that 
indicate a sentiment or opinion regarding a topic (Luo 2018; Nasukawa and Yi 2003).  
The sentiment analysis is also referred to as “polarity analysis” (Liu, 2012), which can 
concern the dichotomization in positive or negative, considering a range of values, being ]0,1] 
positive sentiment and [-1,0] negative sentiments (Cambria et al., 2013) or the 
trichotomization, which includes the neutral factor. Moreover, it can be classified into two 
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categories, specifically, opinions (subjective) and facts (objective) (Schouten and Frasincar, 
2016). While subjective statements are a representation of perspectives and judgements, 
objective statements express facts about a matter (Singh et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2014).  
In this way, not only the sentiment classification, but also the subjectivity are necessary 
steps to perform accurate and efficient sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2004). 
Furthermore, taking into consideration a specific text, it is important to link the information 
with a dictionary or lexicon, to assess the emotion strength (Mostafa, 2013). 
This method is an excellent form of extracting observations from untreated data and 
converting it into valuable information to be further analysed by the interested parties. 
Previous studies denote that emotions analysis play a major role in unveiling a client’s implicit 
feelings regarding the key subjects or features of accommodations (McAuley and Leskovec, 
2013). The extraction of customer’s opinions helps the brands management as well as its 
reputation (Pang and Lee, 2005), in the way that it provides the tools for customer 
relationship management analysis and strategy definition (Karakostas et al., 2005). In 
accordance, Guo et al. (2017) managed to understand guests’ satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
top dimensions, regarding online reviews. 
Prior research indicates that when customers perceive meetings as authentic and 
personal, they seem to experience more positive emotional responses (Hennig-Thurauet al., 
2006), which is related to the previously presented theme of perceived authenticity and host 
interaction.  
Bartel and Saavedra (2000) assert that interpersonal interaction with the host can impact 
customer emotions.  In fact, these interactions induce positive emotions as a result of mutual 
relationship building (So et al., 2018). Also, Luo (2018) asserts that positive emotions are 
prompted by, for example, hosts’ responses to customer questions and host resolution of 
customer problems. 
On the other hand, witnessing other customers obtaining unreasonable treatment results 
in a negative evaluation of fairness which, as consequence, influences the other customer’s 
individual evaluation (Mattila et al., 2014). Besides this, Cao et al. (2011) estimates of online 
user reviews indicated that some words have a positive impact, encouraging review votes, 
whilst others have a negative influence. Moreover, their findings indicate that the semantic 
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characteristics have more impact than other features, regarding the number of helpful votes 
reviews obtain. Nevertheless, they also proved that extreme opinions collect more 
helpfulness votes than those with mixed or neutral considerations. In this way, the positive 
vs negative sentiment reviews impact on review’s score will be tested (H3). 
 
H3: Positive (vs Negative) sentiment reviews have an impact on Review’s Score. 
 
2.2. TOPIC AND PREDICTIVE MODELLING OF REVIEWS 
 
2.2.1 TOPIC MODELLING 
 
A precise and trustworthy sentiment analysis regards the analysis of the text segments, 
but also grouping them into topics. A topic concerns the clustering of words that frequently 
occur together. This modelling uncovers the key topics in a set of textual data, using a 
statistical model (Hong & Davison, 2010) and, also, allows understanding both the hidden 
semantic structures in a text (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012) and the assessment and careful analysis 
of ambiguity in the words’ connotation, regarding similar topics (Williamson et al., 2010). 
Therefore, topic models can search for patterns in the meaning of words and differentiate 
between uses of words with numerous connotations (McCallum, 2002), introducing in this 
way semantic meaning into the vocabulary. 
In this way, it provides a starting point for an investigation of new forms of semantic 
representation (Griffiths et al., 2007). The author also revealed that the words that store high 
probability about the same topics, will tend to be greatly predictive of one another.   
 
2.2.1.1. MALLET LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA) METHOD 
 
The Latent Dirichlet Allocation method is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian modelling 
process that clusters items into topics and the probabilities that describe each one (Blei, 
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2012). For this study, the Malled LDA will be used. This method consists of a topic model 
package that includes an “extremely fast and highly scalable implementation of Gibbs 
sampling, efficient methods for document-topic hyperparameter optimization, and tools for 
inferring topics for new documents given trained models”. The Gibbs Sampling is a statistical 
technique created to promptly construct a sample distribution, to develop its topic models, 
being, therefore, normally used as a means of statistical inference (McCallum, 2002). This 
analysis enables the identification of the most frequent words used in reviews, pointing out 
the importance given by the guests to the described aspects.  
Asuncion et al. (2010) presented how topic modelling increases software traceability. 
Chen et al. (2012) used LDA to discover relationships between software defects and software 
development, showing that LDA can easily scale to large documents. Tong and Zhang (2016) 
conducted two experiments using LDA, one regarding Twitter posts, in order to uncover what 
kind of topic the user talks more and is more interested in, and other concerning topic models 
on Wikipedia articles, understanding the series of article distribution over each topic.  
Therefore, this method allows explaining the similarity between data, clarifying groups of 
observations. In this case, identifying the most verified topics in guest’s Airbnb reviews. 
 
 
2.2.1.2. WORD2VEC MODEL 
 
Word2Vec is a technique to construct word embedding through vector 
representations of a certain word assessing the similarity metrics proposed by Mikolov et al 
(2013a; 2013b). It is proved to outperform traditional distributional methods (Baroni et al., 
2014). Naili et al (2017) performed a study to assess various word embedding methods, in 
which it was concluded that Word2Vec presents the best word vector representations with a 
small dimensional semantic space. Moreover, it was proven that the quality of topic 
segmentation depends on the used language. In this way, using, for example, Arabic language 
decreases the abovementioned quality when compared to the English language, which is the 
chosen idiom for this study. It was also shown that this method provides a high quality of 
topic segmentation. 
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Jatnika et al (2019) performed a study using Word2Vec in which the similarity between 
words in English was measured, using word representation techniques to understand the 
correlation. For biomedical purposes, Minarro-Giménes et al (2014), has used word 
embedding to study the semantic and similarity association for information extraction. Zhang 
(2019) presented a two-stage text mining approach to classify construction accident causes, 
in which it was verified that the chosen approach outdid the other standard models 
considered in the analysis. This method greatest advantage is the fact that contextual 
similarity and semantic relationship between words can be inferred from the learned vectors 
(Khatua et al. 2019).  
There are two methods of Word2Vec, namely the CBOW (Common Bag Of Words) and 
the Skip Gram. The first one forecasts the target word based on its neighbouring words, being 
more appropriate for large datasets, whereas the goal of the second method is the context 
prediction of a given word, being more suitable for smaller dimensional semantic spaces 
(Karani, 2018).  Zhang et al (2015) and Alshari et al (2017) applied Word2Vec techniques in 
their studies, highlighting that it can reveal deep semantic features between words and, as 
already mentioned by other authors, it can be more effective than the baseline methods. 
For all the specified reasons above, the sentiment analysis will be performed to test each 
topic’s sentiment distribution for reviews. 
 
2.2.2 PREDICTIVE MODELLING OF REVIEW’S RATINGS 
 
With the evolution and increased number of online user reviews, natural language 
processing studies have started to focus on developing models that can predict the review’s 
rating. Prior studies have shown that “user context information” is a significant source of data 
that should be taken into consideration (Tang et al., 2015) and that the extraction of other 
features like lexical patterns, semantic topics, words or syntactic structures can improve the 
performance of the model (Qu et al., 2010). 
 Additionally, some authors do not consider the review content as the only factor to 
be examined (Wang et al., 2010), since a user can comment positive words regarding a specific 
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product, even if the rating he gave to the product was lower. This can happen when the 
person is tolerant or understanding, always depending on the situation. Pang and Lee (2005) 
studied class relationships for sentiment categorization regarding the rating scales, defined, 
usually, from 1 to 5.  
After analyzing all the reviews extracted in the first phase, the present study will take 
into consideration the features previously obtained, namely from the sentiment and topic 
models, such as polarity, subjectivity score and the topics obtained, to explore the possible 
feature set for the model.  
The reviews need to be labelled as categories and, for the training phase, these will 
need to be converted into a suitable format to use as input to the model. One-Hot encoding 
is the most common approach to perform this action. Binary encoding option, in which, the 
categorical data is transformed by “first assigning a numerical value to each category and then 
converting it to its binary representation” will be the applied technique (Seger, 2018). 
Since ratings represent a certain order of classification, these problems are often 
tackled with regression models. Ning et al (2020) proposed a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) model to predict movie ratings. In the present study, both regression and classification 
approaches will be tested to ensure the best decision of the chosen model. 
Previous studies identified the K-folds cross-validation method as mostly leading to 
optimal model selection performance, since this method has a small variance (Syed, 2011). In 
this procedure, the dataset is divided in K number of “folds” and the model is trained on K – 
1 data, being the remaining K used for the testing set. The process is repeated K number of 
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3. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
3.1. REVIEWS’ ANALYSIS 
3.1.1 DATA COLLECTION 
 
To obtain a larger sample of data and ensure the reliability of the analysis, the dataset 
used in this study contains reviews information from six different cities of the world, namely 
Milan, Lisbon, Amsterdam, Toronto, San-Francisco and Sydney. Moreover, the numbers refer 
to two distant timelines, being randomly retrieved from both 2019 and 2016 (data from 2018 
was used when no 2016 information was available). Therefore, enabling the study of its 
evolution over time. The data was retrieved considering the city distribution obtaining, in this 
way, an equitable proportion. This means that, if Lisbon contains 100 reviews and Milan only 
10 in the database, then the training set will contain 10 reviews from Lisbon for each review 
from Milan. Then, the retrieved file would represent this proportional relationship. The figure 
below regards a visual representation of this result. 
The datasets obtained contain details of thousands of accommodations and their 
customer reviews. Precisely, for this study, we are considering a total of 3.866.531 reviews.  
 
Figure 2 - Data Distribution Among the Cities 
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The listings dataset contains initial basic information in text format, containing the listings’ 
ID, URL, name, summary, description, neighbourhood, transit, access, interaction, house rules 
and the latitude/longitude. It is also possible to verify the property type (apartment, house, 
loft, boat, room and others), room type, the number of bathrooms, bedrooms, included 
amenities, information regarding the price (total, weekly or monthly), associated fees 
(security deposit, cleaning, extra guests), minimum/maximum nights, cancellation policy and 
calendar availability. Moreover, it encloses the listings’ total number of reviews, the dates of 
the first and last reviews, the scores rating and a detailed score from 1 to 10 concerning 
individually the accuracy, cleanliness, check-in, communication, location and value. Regarding 
the host, the dataset covers his/her name, date of initiation on Airbnb, location, response 
time and rate, whether he/she is a “super host”, number of listings and if the identity is 
verified. The reviews dataset includes the listing, reviewer and review’s IDs, the date, the 
name of reviewer and comments.  
Thus, to collect the data, first, a dataset that exposes the present reviews scenario was 
created. Then, sampling was performed to reach a reduced dataset for this project, using the 
ETL process (Extract, Transform and Load), as explained in the following sub-chapters. 
 
3.1.2 PRE-PROCESSING PHASE 1 - CLEANING 
 
Python programming was the chosen language to perform the Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) of reviews. With NLP it will be possible to summarize and classify raw data 
into knowledge. As previously presented by Guzman and Maalej (2014), this automated 
method allows the extraction of features and sentiments in reviews, through a fine-grained 
analysis. 
The first step was cleaning and preparation of the data for analysis. In the initial phase, 
the excel files were checked for impurity. In this way, took place a detailed 
removal/replacement of the impure or unrecognized characters, including useless 
punctuation that was not valuable for sentence tokenization.  
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Additionally, text lowercasing procedure was also applied to ensure the word’s 
consistency. Besides, to guarantee that the core meaning of the sentence prevails and to 
assure that the analysed data has the highest information value possible, unnecessary 
numbers were also removed from these sentences. This last cleaning process increases the 
probability of pointing out only the relevant information, represented in words for the 
analysis. As an example, the sentence “We had 5 amazing meals”, after this procedure, would 
indicate the core content, which is that this customer has had “amazing meals”. 
Moreover, we were able to reduce the inflection in words to their root forms and identify 
and remove the “Stop Words” that did not contain important significance to be used. Those 
words are removed from the analysis, as they are revealed as unnecessary, due to the fact 
that these are not measured as keywords in text mining. As an example, we can consider 
articles, prepositions or pronouns, among others. The technique applied was the classic 
method in which the Stop Words were tokenized and further compared with the NLTK stop-
list (Kaur and Buttar, 2018). 
Given that the comments in reviews were all in different idioms, only the ones in English 
were, in fact, considered for this analysis, to avoid possible translation problems, namely 
regarding the duplicate meaning of words and expressions.  
Furthermore, reviews were also removed taking into consideration Pareto’s Power Law 
80/20 Distribution to clean the reviews that resulted as meaningless, mostly, containing zero 
words after this phase. As referred by Geerolf (2017), “in the social sciences, roughly 80% of 
the effects come from 20% of the causes”. The final cleaned dataset contains 3.294.879 
reviews. 
 
3.1.3 PRE-PROCESSING PHASE 2 – TRAINING 
All the previously preprocessed data was retrieved to a csv file (“reviews-csv”), containing 
60.000 reviews that were taken into consideration for the development of this phase. 
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To test for confounding and interaction of the data, a stratified analysis was performed to 
decouple geographically and chronologically the reviews that, as abovementioned, were 
retrieved following their cities distribution. 
Furthermore, according to the power law of their strength, some reviews were removed. 
In this way, and in order to keep the reviews with the closest length to the mean (defined by 
the mid quartile), both half of the remaining percentage from the shortest reviews and half 
from the longest were removed. This resulted in removing 10% of the reviews. So, by the end 
of this phase, the dataset contained 54.000 reviews. 
The final step was to split each review into sentences, removing the non-sensical words 
and punctuation that became useless for this effect. In accordance, Stemming and 
Lemmatization of words were used to prepare the data for further processing. This process 
allowed to detect the derivation of words, considering each one is semantically linked. It is 
necessary to ensure that the semantically different words must be kept separate, as well as 
the fact that, for the same stem/lemma, morphological forms of a word should be taken into 
consideration (Mohan, 2015). 
To perform the stemming process the Porters’ algorithm was used. Proposed in 1980, this 
technique regards 5 steps within which rules are applied pending one passes the conditions. 
In that case, the rule is accepted, and the suffix is removed, moving forward to the following 
step. At the end of the fifth step, the final stem is obtained. As an example, the word “agreed“ 
through a stemming process turns out to be “agree” (Jivani, 2011).  
For the Lemmatization process, the SpaCy Phyton Library was used. This library has 
allowed to tokenize (break the document into words), recognize the name entities, detect 
nouns and, lastly, convert words in the second or third forms to their first form variants. The 
major difference concerning Stemming is the fact that Lemmatization ensures the roots 
obtained are actual words in the dictionary. The image below is a representation of this 
difference. 
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Figure 3 - Stemming vs Lemmatization. Image downloaded from https://medium.com/swlh/introduction-to-stemming-vs-
lemmatization-nlp-8c69eb43ecfe in September 2020 
 
 
3.1.4 SENTIMENT MODEL  
The sentiment model was defined and prepared to be used in the analysis. The reviews 
were evaluated, being identified the text parts that match with specific sentiments or 
opinions. 
For each sentence a polarity score was assigned from -1 to +1, meaning, respectively, very 
negative and fully positive. Also, a subjectivity score was provided from 0 to +1, 
correspondingly factual and very subjective sentence. Additionally, a capped polarity score 
was given considering thresholds, matching negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (+1) 
sentences. 
To complete this model the thresholds key values defined were 0.0, being lower or equal 
values considered as negative, and +0.3, being higher or equal values considered as positive 
sentiments. The chosen values for the polarity score went through a thorough analysis 
process that started with -0.33 and +0.33 obtaining a non-satisfactory outcome. Then, -0.5 
and +0.5 was inspected, but as the prior testing, the results were not pleasant. Therefore, the 
final decision relied on unequal threshold values for negative and positive score interval. A 
possible reason can be the fact that the neutral sentiments mostly regard a score of 
approximately 0, being this interval shorter than the prior sentiments mentioned. 
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Further testing was performed to increase the quality and efficiency of classification. This 
sentiment model was created based on a convolutional and a recurrent neural network (CNN 
and RNN). Training, validation and testing sets were created based on, respectively, 80 / 10 
/10 % split of data.  
The first stage focused on training the tokenizer and Word2Vec model. In this way, 
tokenization and padding of data need to be ensured, in the first place, to transform the 
sentences into a numerical representation of the words. Furthermore, embeddings were also 
taken into consideration, to improve the performance and ensure the representation of 
similar words. 
For the CNN, local characteristics were retrieved, understanding patterns to obtain the 
sentence embedded “opinion” features. On the other hand, with the RNN it was possible to 
find the overall context of the whole sentence (Wang et al., 2016). For this purpose, the LSTM 
(Long-Short Term Memory) unit was used to output the sentence knowledge. This type has 
been proved to surpass the traditional RNN Tanh unit (Chung et al., 2014).  The training 
resulted in a 98% accuracy score. 
 
3.1.5 TOPIC MODEL  
 
        A topic model was developed, with the dictionary obtained in 3 layers. First, there are 
two main topics: business and social. The second layer was created taking into consideration 
the MalletLDA, which, as explained before, is a statistical inference method created to 
construct a sample distribution to obtain the most frequent words used.  
        In this phase, it was necessary to identify the best number of topics to use in this study. 
In this way, the coherence score was plotted versus the number of topics. After analysing the 
following graph, the decision relied on 10 topics as the optimal number, since this is the value 
from which the coherence score (quality of the clusters) begins to stabilize, meaning that 
adding more topics would not result in significant improvements in this model, as it was 
verified up until that point of the graph. Since LDA in an unsupervised model, within the 
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interval of 2 and 20 topics, several training processes took place before achieving the result 
of the presented topic. 
 
Figure 4 - Elbow Graphic 
 
 Furthermore, to ensure the correct number of topics, the topic’s keywords were 
evaluated, as well as the interaction between these topics. In this way, the goal is to minimize 
the intra-clustering distance and maximize the inter-clustering distance. Therefore, the 
similarity within a cluster must be verified, taking into consideration the keywords defined for 
each topic. Moreover, each cluster must regard different topics, so, there should not be high 
similarities between clusters.  
 The figure below was obtained using the LDAvis tool, that plots the topics as “circles 
in the two-dimensional plane”. The midpoints are, then, obtained by computing the intra-
topic distance. Furthermore, multidimensional scaling is used to obtain the inter-topic 
distance, in a two dimensions graphic (Sievert & Shirley, 2014). 
By analysing the graphic, it is possible to understand that on the upper right side there 
are topics similar between them. In this way, there was the need to merge clusters of topics 
to achieve a more accurate number of topics for this second-layer. As a result, the following 
7 topics were defined as the final clusters: 
▪ Location – corresponds to the city 
▪ Neighbourhood– regards the neighbourhood  
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▪ Stay – described the customer experience 
▪ Apartment – related to the accommodation architectural aspects 
▪ Interiors – regards the decoration and features present inside of the listing 
▪ Good Host – relates to the host interaction with the guest 
▪ Logistic – corresponds to the organization matters 
 
 
Figure 5 - Inter-Cluster Distance 
 
       Subsequently, to form the third layer, the information was refined by clustering the 
defined top words for each topic with the k-means algorithm, obtaining groups of 
homogenous clusters that are different from each other. Moreover, results were enhanced 
with similar words from a “word2vec” model.  
 The CBOW (Common Bag of Words) approach was chosen for this analysis. As 
identified above, this is the most appropriate method for large datasets, forecasting the 
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target word based on its neighbouring words. The vectorial space used was 100, being each 
word represented by 100 real values. By understanding the closest vectors, similar words 
were identified, concerning the similarity score between -1 and 1. For each set of keywords, 
the enrichment occurred in the top 30 related words with a similarity score above 0.7. 
Cleaning was performed to ensure all the words that appear in more than one set were 
deleted from the sets, with an exception for the set in which they were more frequent. Finally, 
the similarity matrix was completed. 
 The following step was to decide on the number of sub-topic clusters to use. 
According to the first graphic below, and similar to the analysis performed before, the elbow 
method shows an optimal cluster number of 6. However, this result might not be clear to 
point out when analysing the elbow. In this way, the Silhouette coefficient was also taken into 
consideration to assess the intra-cluster consistency and cohesion. Analysing the second 
graphic below, it is clear that the ideal number of sub-topics to include is 6, where the 
consistency is closest to 1. 
 
Figure 6 - Elbow method 
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Figure 7 - Silhouette coefficient 
 
 Therefore, for each topic obtained in the second layer abovementioned, the sub-
topics were taken into consideration. It is very important to point out that the goal of the 
third layer is to ensure the final chosen topics are clearly representative of the reviews’ most 
frequent themes. So, for that reason, some second layer topics were not divided into sub-
topics, as they were representative and clear enough.  
 Finally, with a fine-grained dictionary prepared, the topic model phase was 
concluded with 15 topics: advice, apartment, booking, communication, experience, good 
host, interiors, location, meal, neighbourhood, noise, shops, surrounding, transport, and trip. 
 
 
3.1.6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS  
 
The following goal is to proceed to the text mining of reviews, analyzing each one 
according to the sentiments expressed and if either social or market norms are present. This 
segmentation results in a more organized dataset in which the sentiments and types of norms 
that influence the reviews are clearly specified and scored. 
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With the trained dataset and both sentiment and topic model prepared, a set of 
approximately 150.000 reviews were retrieved from the database to be processed and 
analyzed. Regarding these reviews, first, per review, a matrix was obtained assigning values 
for each review sentence, taking into consideration both topic, sentiment, subjectivity and 
the capped sentiment value, as previously modelled. With the processed reviews, the focus 
was the sentences that were, then, split and paired with the classifications. 
With the organized dataset, the second part consisted of assessing the relationships 
between variables. The goal will be to verify the proven relationship analysis from previous 
studies and various hypotheses formerly presented. 
From table 1 and analysing figure 8 below, it is possible to verify that, on average, each 
review has 54 words, with an average of 49 words of standard deviation from the mean, which 
regards a high deviation and, consequently, high length variability. Moreover, we can expect 
reviews with only 1 word or 604 words, which was the longest review retrieved. 
 
 Mean Std Min 25% 50% 75% Max 
Words 53.82 48.59 1.0 21.0 41.0 72.0 604.0 
Table 1 - Word Count Statistics 
 
 
Figure 8 -Word Count Graphic Distribution 
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From table 2 and figure 9 below it is possible to verify that each review has around 4 
sentences, with an average of 2.6 sentences of standard deviation from the mean. Besides, 
we can expect reviews with only 1 sentence or a maximum of 35 sentences, being this the 
highest verified value.  
 
 Mean Std Min 25% 50% 75% Max 
Words 3.90 2.61 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 35.0 
Table 2 - Sentence Count Statistics 
 
 
Figure 9 - Sentence Count Graphic Distribution 
 
Regarding the first layer of topics, these reviews concern in its majority 52% social topics 
and approximately 48% regard business themes. Despite having very similar percentages, the 






Table 3 - Norms Distribution 
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Figure 10 - Business vs Social Distribution 
 
Analyzing the polarity of sentences, it was possible to obtain an overall of these review 
sentiments classified in negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (+1) sentences. Approximately 
56% regard positive reviews, which means that this study’s reviews are mostly identified with 
a positive sentiment, whereas negative and neutral reviews are almost equally distributed by 
around 20% each, as it is possible to verify through the table and figure below. 
Given these broad results, more exhaustive sentiment analysis was performed to achieve 




 0 21.593962 
 1 55.501388 
 
Table 4 - Sentiment Polarity 
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Figure 11 - Sentiment Distribution 
 
Connecting the two major norms of this study, namely, business and social, with the 
sentiments expressed by the reviewers, it was possible to realize that business reviews regard 
mostly positive opinions (above 25% of reviews). Whereas neutral and negative reviews are 
similarly distributed, meaning that these last two appear with less frequency than positive 
sentiments, having the neutral sentiment (with around 11% of reviews) a higher impact than 
the negative (with approximately 9% of reviews), in this Business scenario.  
On the same hand, but with a notorious difference, these results are corroborated in 
social reviews also. However, in this case, the negative sentiments have a higher expression 
when compared to neutral sentiments. The graphic below can suggest that, even if it is a 
minor percentage difference (around 4%), when it comes to social-oriented reviews, the 
guests can tend to have stronger sentiments, namely regarding negative feelings, which 
represent near 14% of these reviews. On the other hand, neutral sentiments represent 10% 
of social-oriented reviews.  However, this can be only data oscillations. 
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Figure 12 - Sentiment Distribution per Business and Social Reviews 
 
Taking into consideration the subjectivity score that, as abovementioned, results in 
values from 0 to 1, regarding namely factual and very subjective sentences, the graphics 
below show the verified subjectivity values in this study’s reviews, respectively overall and, 
secondly, business and social-oriented results. 
Analyzing the following graphic, it is possible to retrieve that more than half of these 
reviews are classified with a subjectivity score equal to or higher than 0.4. Specifically, around 
72% of the reviews are strongly subjective, which leaves less than 30% of reviews with low 
subjectivity and, therefore, more precise opinions. 
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It was also possible to obtain a norm’s segmented vision. Taking this into 
consideration, the graphic below shows reviews related to business norms follow the 
subjectivity distribution previously described. When compared with social-oriented reviews, 
in this case, it is possible to state that reviews that reveal opinions related to social interaction 
are more subjective than reviews that regard business topics, namely, the apartment, 
interiors, among others.  Particularly, more than 75% of social reviews represent medium or 
high subjectivity scores, between 0.4 and 1, whereas is the business case, these concern 
around 70%, as explained above. 
 
 
Figure 14 - Subjectivity score of business-oriented reviews 
 
 
Figure 15 - Subjectivity score of social-oriented reviews 
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Regarding the analysis of the topics mentioned in the customer reviews, all the defined 
topics have a positive mean, however, through the analysis of the standard deviation values 
present in the table below, it is possible to understand that some topics can have negative 
sentences. As an example, we can consider the “Advice” or “Interiors”, “Location”, 
“Neighborhood”, “Noise”, among others. These results show that there is a lot of variability 
between topics’ values. 
 
Topic Mean Standard Deviation 
Advice 0.24 0.32 
Apartment 0.42 0.28 
Booking 0.32 0.29 
Communication 0.47 0.35 
Experience 0.66 0.23 
Good Host 0.40 0.27 
Interiors 0.19 0.29 
Location 0.14 0.17 
Meal 0.34 0.33 
Neighbourhood 0.23 0.26 
Noise 0.13 0.31 
Shops 0.24 0.29 
Surrounding 0.29 0.23 
Transport 0.22 0.26 
Trip 0.32 0.33 
 
Table 5 - Sentiment's Real Value Distribution per Topic 
 
Taking into consideration both business and social norms, the graphic below shows 
evidence that business topic “Apartment”, which is represented in red, demonstrates a higher 
weight in reviewer’s sentences, being, therefore, the main keyword more present in these 
reviews, with more than 30% of frequency. 
When weighting social topics, the “Advice” is the most verified topic (more than 20%), 
followed by the customer “Experience” that is the second social-related topic more present 
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in Airbnb reviewers’ opinions (around 10%). Additionally, but with less frequency, guests also 
refer to the “Trip” details in their reviews (about 7%). 
It is also possible to understand that topics such as “location”, “surrounding”, 
“communication”, “noise”, “meal” or “shops” are not frequently reviewed (between 1-2%), 
when compared to other topics. This can mean that these themes might not be as important 
for reviewers as the others. 
  
Figure 16 - Topic Distribution 
 
As mentioned above, it was verified that the general sentiment distribution regards 56% 
of positive feelings and evenly around 20/20 for neutral and negative sentiments. 
Nevertheless, when normalizing the topics and sentiments distribution by data, which means 
the percentage values were used instead of the absolute values, the identified conclusions 
are different across the mentioned topics. In this way, the following paragraphs describe the 
most common topic’s distribution per reviewers’ sentences, stating the conclusions reached 
through the analysis of the graphic below. 
The apartment topic is more often referenced positively in sentences, with over 20% of 
positive frequency. Additionally, but on much less scale, this topic does also appear in reviews 
considered neutral and, lastly, negative (less than 5%). 
Business 
Social 
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The advice received is a topic normally mentioned in negative sentences. However, the 
difference from positive sentences is not that high (roughly 2% difference), meaning that 
advice can usually be considered negative or positive by reviewers. The ones whose advice 
received was negative are slightly more frequent (approximately 9%). 
On the other hand, the overall experience is considered by reviewers to have been, in its 
majority, positive (nearly 10%). Some have also measured their experience as neutral (1%), 
but not negative. 
Regarding the host being a “good host”, the reviewer’s opinion around this matter is 
mostly positive or neutral (between 2-4%). A negative connotation, in this case, is verified, 
but on small scale.  
When expressing themselves about the “booking”, overall, the reviewer’s present a 
positive meaning (around 4%). Other situations might reveal the booking as having negative 
or neutral importance for the review (almost 2% each). 
Taking into consideration the Trip itself, Airbnb customer’s reviews reveal a mostly 
positive sentiment about the trip (about 4%). However, some consider it as negative or 
neutral, being the percentage of negative reviews close to the positive ones, differing only 
around 1% under. Topics such as interiors, neighbourhood or shops have a smaller expression, 
when compared to the abovementioned. 
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Figure 17 – Sentiment/Topic Distribution Normalized by Data 
 
In another approach and to support the analysis performed above, if the data is 
normalized by topic (graphic below), which means, in this case, the percentage to be analyzed 
is calculated with the number of data per topic, almost every subject is, on average, more 
present in positive sentences. However, when compared to the positive sentiment, the 
negative sentiment represents a strong presence in most of the topics with a clear exception 
for when the reviewers are talking about the apartment, their experience and the good host. 
When analyzing the neutral sentiments, these types of opinions are, on average, 
equally distributed amongst topics, meaning that these are mainly distributed between 20% 
and 40% of occurrence per topic. The neutral sentiment is less verified in the experience topic, 
where the frequency regards only approximately 1%. The highest percentage of occurrence 
concerns the location topic. Therefore, some reviewers mention the location as a neutral 
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Figure 18 - Sentiment/Topic Distribution Normalized by Topic-Count 
 
To better understand each Topic’s distribution, the following table represents the 
sentiment’s mean by topic. It is possible to identify similarities between groups, such as: 
• Communication, Apartment and Good Host; 
• Meal, Trip and Booking; 
• Shops and Advice, Neighborhood and Transport; 
• Location and Noise. 
 
Topic Mean Standard Deviation 
Experience 0.66 0.23 
Communication 0.47 0.35 
Apartment 0.42 0.28 
Good Host 0.40 0.27 
Meal 0.34 0.33 
Trip 0.32 0.33 
Booking 0.32 0.29 
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Shops 0.24 0.29 
Advice 0.24 0.32 
Neighbourhood 0.23 0.26 
Transport 0.22 0.26 
Interiors 0.19 0.29 
Location 0.14 0.17 
Noise 0.13 0.31 
 
Table 6  - Singular Topic Sentiment Distribution 
 
The pie charts below represent a visual graphic of the detailed distribution of each 
sentiment across all topics, to better understand the mean values identified above. First of 
all, the experience topic mean score is the highest (0.66), which reveals strong opinions, 
mainly positive (94%) and almost none negative. On the other hand, the topics 
communication, apartment and good host demonstrate a similar distribution, being all 
between almost 63% to 68.8% of positive opinions expressed regarding them. 
From the figures below, it is possible to understand that communication’s sentiment 
distribution is affected almost evenly by the weight of neutral (17.4%) and negative sentences 
(16%), resulting in a lower positive mean value of 0.47. Whereas apartment and good host’s 
positive mean distribution (0.42 and 0.40) is mostly affected by Neutral opinions, respectively 











Figure 19 - Experience Sentiment Mean Figure 20 - Communication Sentiment Mean 











When analyzing meal and trip topics, it is notable that these topics’ mean distribution 
(0.34 and 0.32) is visibly caused by the weight of the negative sentences showed in color blue 
in the pie chart below. In the meal topic, positive sentences regard around 52% of reviews, 
whereas in 48% is the percentage of positive reviews verified concerning trip.  
Booking, on the other hand, has the highest positive sentences value of this group 
(53%) and a lower percentage of negative sentences (23%) than the prior two topics. 
However, verifies a lower mean (0.32) than, for example, meal (0.34). In this case, what can 
happen is this topic being more affected by negative and neutral sentences together than the 
meal topic, resulting in a lower mean distribution than this last topic. 
Surrounding's registered score, 0.27, represents approximately 48% of positive and 
35.6% of neutral sentences. Similarly to the case mentioned above, this topic has a positive 
sentences value (48.2%) parallel to the trip topic’s value (48.1%), however, has a significantly 
lower negative sentences percentage, with 17.4% less than trip, and, yet, this last topic has a 
higher mean score (0.32). This can mean that either the negative sentences have high 
strength, or the neutral sentences have a strong impact, in such a way that it impacts 
significantly, decreasing the Surrounding topic mean. 
Figure 22 - Apartment Sentiment Mean Figure 21 - Good Host Sentiment Mean 













Shops and advice have a mean of approximately 0.24, which is a lower value, when 
compared to the topics above. These topics distribution is impacted by the high weight of the 
negative sentiments, respectively 37.1% and 42.8%. Nevertheless, its connotation is only 
positive due to both positive and neutral sentences, that together contribute to the positive 
meaning of “Shops” and “Advice” in the reviews. The same conclusion is applied to 
neighbourhood and transport.  
An aspect to point out is the fact that advice has the highest negative value in this 
group and a higher mean than neighbourhood and transport topics that, respectively, weight 
0.23 and 0.22. In fact, the neighbourhood contains more positive (36.1%) and fewer negatives 
(33%), which suggests that the weight of the negative sentences in the reviews regarding 
advice can have less strength than in the reviews regarding the neighbourhood or transports. 
Figure 24 - Meal Sentiment Mean Figure 23 - Trip Sentiment Mean 
Figure 25 - Booking Sentiment Mean Figure 26 - Surrounding Sentiment Mean 





















The last three topics contain the lowest mean of the studied topics. Noise has the highest 
negative value, almost 45%, being, therefore, the lowest mean of all the topics, with 0.13. Regarding 
interiors and location, this last one has 39.7% of negative sentences, whereas the first one contains 
37.3%. The location has a higher percentage of neutral sentences (40.7%) when compared to interiors 
(29.5%). For positive sentences, interiors’ reviews are classified as positive in a frequency of 33.2%, 
while location reviews correspond to 19.7% of positive sentences. Following these values, location 
and interiors score, respectively, a mean of 0.14 and 0.19. 
Figure 27 - Shops Sentiment Mean Figure 28 - Advice Sentiment Mean 
Figure 30 - Neighbourhood Sentiment Mean Figure 29 - Transport Sentiment Mean 








Figure 32 - Location Sentiment Mean 
 
 
Figure 33 - Noise Sentiment Mean 
 
 
Analyzing, now, the perspective from the type of sentences sentiments, regarding the 
reviewer’s negative sentences, it is possible to understand that both the advice received, the 
apartment they have stayed in and the trip itself are the most mentioned topics in negative 
sentences, corresponding, respectively, to almost 40%, 15% and 10% of negative sentences. 
Experience and location are the less mentioned with less than 1% of occurrence. 
Figure 31 - Interiors Sentiment Mean 
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Figure 34 - Negative Sentences Topic Distribution 
 
Taking into account the neutral sentences, the most mentioned topics overall are the 
apartment (29.6%), as well as the advice received (23.12%). Customer’s neutral sentences do 
not refer as frequently to the topics such as location, meal and communication (less than 1% 
of occurrence). 
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When customers’ reviews are considered positive, the most frequent topic referred 
to is the apartment (39%). Experience and advice are also the topics of positive reviews, 
respectively, 17.7% and 12.9%. Location, as it has been noticed, is a topic that is almost not 
reviewed across neutral, positive or negative sentiments (<1%). 
 
Figure 36 - Positive Sentences Topic Distribution 
 
To complete the analysis, the top 10 words of each topic were also identified. The 
most verified words for each topic ordered by frequency are specified below. It is possible to 
state that the words are not exclusively used in each topic, in this way, the word “great” or 
“stay” are referenced in more than one topic, being the same word used in reviews regarding 
different themes.  
▪ Apartment - place, apartment, clean, nice, great, stay, comfortable, location, 
really, recommend; 
▪ Advice - recommend, highly, location, thank, thanks, arrival, perfect, good, 
definitely, quick; 
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▪ Interiors - room, kitchen, bathroom, bed, small, big, shower, living, bedroom, 
private; 
▪ Good Host - host, helpful, friendly, kind, accommodating, responsive, great, 
welcoming, stay, really; 
▪ Neighbourhood - quiet, area, neighbourhood, distance, walking, short, walk, 
location, restaurants, minute; 
▪ Booking - easy, time, check, great, access, stay, location, left, return, definitely; 
▪ Shops - nearby, local, food, restaurants, corner, eat, grocery, places, shopping, 
good; 
▪ Trip - stay, home, house, definitely, feel, experience, recommend, enjoyed, make, 
really; 
▪ Transport - close, walk, station, location, train, central, walking, minutes, city, 
convenient; 
▪ Meal - coffee, breakfast, tea, delicious, morning, bread, milk, provided, fruit, fresh; 
▪ Noise - night, bit, people, noisy, little, loud, street, stay, noise, location; 
▪ Communication - communication, great, good, host, flexible, excellent, check, 
contact, stay, process; 
▪ Surrounding - lot, near, restaurants, thanks, location, plenty, good, interesting, 
city, close; 
▪ Location - public, transport, transportation, city, location, good, restaurants, near, 
transit, center; 
 
3.2. SCORE RATING MODEL 
 
Given a dataset extracted from the data analysed in the previous stage, the predictive 
model will learn how to label reviews based on the feature sets and behaviour of data defined 
to teach this model. 
The structure of the predictive model needs to be well defined right from the beginning 
of this phase. In this way, the different possibilities of variables to select as features for the 
predictive modelling were evaluated. 
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From the sentiment and topic modelling performed earlier, it is possible to obtain as key 
features the polarity score, subjectivity score and different topics reached. The difference 
between them is that this last one is categorical. Thus, encoding was used to ensure the topics 
are suitable for processing. One-Hot Encoding (OHE) was used to convert the categories into 
numerical representations. This encoding considers all the categories a topic relates to and 
applies a binary variable for each value, as a dummy variable. 
 Moreover, the length of reviews is also an important feature, however, the reviews do 
not always have the same length. In this way, truncation and padding, as already mentioned 
before, were used to ensure longer reviews are shortened (truncated) and shorter reviews 
are extended with the padding values. 
To define the possible feature sets, several combinations of variables can be used. In this 
way, all the possibilities are defined in the table below. Set of variables 1, 2 and 3 use the 
average values of the feature sets described above. Whereas, feature sets 4 to 9 regard 
merged variables. For this purpose, topics and sentiment are merged in one vector, for 
example, in the case of feature set 4, the following assumption is made: topic score = polarity. 
Additionally sets 5 and 6 are extensions of this assumption. On the other hand, set 7 
corresponds to the polarity score mitigated by subjectivity, which, as verified before can 
impact the model and bias the results. This formula for this scenario is topic score = polarity ∗ 
(1 − subjectivity). Further testing will be performed to assess the best set of features to 
guarantee the best model performance. 
Feature Set Content 
1 Topic OHE + average polarity + average subjectivity 
2 FS1 + review length 
3 FS1, normalized by review length  
4 Topics vector as a counter for polarity score 
5 FS4 + review length 
6 FS4, normalized by review length 
7 Topics vector as a counter for polarity score, mitigated 
by subjectivity score 
8 FS7 + review length 
9 FS7, normalized by review length 
Figure 37 - Predictive Model Possible Feature Sets 
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3.2.1. LABELLING THE DATA 
 
To start the labelling process, a sample of the data was extracted and categorized by 
two coders to ensure the different perspectives are taken into consideration. The process of 
labelling the data included using 5 rating classes, namely from 1 to 5, where 1 means very 
dissatisfied and 5 means very satisfied.  
With the data categorized, the accuracy of the classifications needed to be 
guaranteed. In this way, the ratings were validated using the following agreement strategy. 
First, if there was a difference in classification given and it was higher than 2, those samples 
would be removed from the dataset. For example, if one coder classified as 2 and the other 
as 5. On the other hand, if the difference was exactly 2 classes, then, the ratings’ mean would 
be applied. So, in the case were one coder categorized as 3 and the other as 5, the final rating 
would be 4. Furthermore, when the difference was 1 the lower rating score was the one used. 
In this way, with a review labelled as 3 by one coder and 4 by the other, the final rating would 
be 3. 
The following step encompassed evaluating all the results and understanding if the 
data obtained, after the validation process abovementioned, was truthful and suitable for the 
purpose. During the process, it was verified that it would be necessary to label more data, in 
order to guarantee that the data to create the predictive model is representative enough for 
the model to learn from the most accurate examples possible.  
Taking this into consideration, a positive bias issue was detected in the data. Precisely 
85% of the sample was categorized as 5 stars, which would lead to an unbalanced dataset 
that is exactly what cannot be used for training the predictive model, since it does not 
correspond to the whole scenario we need the model to learn. As explained above, more data 
extraction and more labelling took place.  
The final dataset resulted, then, in 6000 rated reviews. As it is shown in the following 
pie chart, 31.1% of reviews are 5 stars, being 26.3% labelled as 4 stars. Whereas, 16.1% are 
considered 3 stars and 2 and 1 stars were given to, respectively, 13.7% and 12.8% of reviews. 
Moreover, the 1st star class is the class with less data, around 770 samples. In this way, there 
was the need to balance the dataset using this number of reviews for each of the labelling 
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classes. The final result was 3850 samples used for training the model. Further ahead, 385 




Figure 38 - Class Distribution 
 
3.2.2. BUILDING THE PREDICTIVE MODEL 
 
To start creating the model it is necessary to decide on which approach to use. First, a 
regression can be the solution if the goal is to ensure the model performs the labelling process 
as the coder would. In this case, the model learns the stars and categorizes the data into those 
ratings quantitatively in integers. On the other hand, if the goal is to teach the model to learn 
the categories itself and not the numbers, teaching the model to classify and knowing in which 
category it should be included, then the classification should be used. 
 Both regression and classification will be tested to understand the best solution. To 
train and test the model, the method K-folds cross-validation (CV) was used. In this way, the 
process was divided into a training (90% of data) and, further, testing set (10% of data).  
For the purpose, the data was split into 5 folds. All the possible combinations of folds 
were created, and the training was performed with 4 folds (3465 data), leaving the remaining 
to assess the model performance. With the estimates of performance, the 95% confidence 
intervals and mean model performance were measured. With the model defined, the testing 
occurs with 385 data. 
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3.2.2.1. FEATURE SET TESTING 
 
To test the model’s performance with all the feature sets and understand the best set 
to include in the final model. The goal is to find the set with the best R-squared value, which 
means the reviews are highly explained by the chosen variables. This choice needs to be 
aligned with the accuracy, whose value must be the highest possible, since the bigger it is, the 
higher is the number of correct predictions the model has performed. 
From the analysis of the table below, it is possible to understand that the accuracy is 
higher in the feature sets that consider the polarity mitigated by subjectivity score, obtaining, 
not only, more accurate results, as well as higher R-squared values, which means the model 
has a high explanatory capacity. For this reason, the chosen feature set is the 7th, as it is the 
point from where the explanatory capacity will start to decrease, as well as the accuracy. This 
set represents the optimum combination of values. 
 
Feature Set R2 Accuracy 
1 0.606 0.661 
2 0.563 0.662 
3 0.566 0.661 
4 0.708 0.761 
5 0.712 0.760 
6 0.713 0.746 
7 0.875 0.883 
8 0.853 0.878 
9 0.846 0.860 
 
Figure 39 - Feature Set R-Squared and Accuracy Values 
  




The goal of the regression model is to understand the relationship between the 
reviews and the defined feature set, namely, the topic’s vector as a counter for polarity score, 
mitigated by subjectivity score. The final goal is to predict the quantitative rating (1-5) of the 
reviews, taking into consideration all these variables. 
Several regression models were tested. The table below shows the achieved results, 
obtained using K-folds, as explained earlier. The decision of the best model relies on the 
evaluation of the error of the model through the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared 
Error (MSE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), as well as, finding the best R-squared 
value, which ensures the determination coefficient (R2). 
The model that proves to have a high explanatory capacity and, therefore, being a 
good predictor is the XGB, in which the R2 equals 0.899, the highest R-squared value. 
Moreover, the errors of this model are very low when compared to others. 
Thus, it is verified that the linear regression models are not suitable in this case, where 
the problem seems to be correctly tackled with a non-linear model, in this case, decision-tree-
based XGBoost. 
 
Model MAE MSE RMSE R2 
Linear  0.884 1.287 1.134 0.357 
Ridge  0.887 1.286 1.134 0.357 
Lasso 0.886 1.288 1.135 0.356 
Decision Tree 0.162 0.272 0.521 0.864 
Gradient Boosting (GB) 0.418 0.300 0.548 0.850 
eXtreme-Gradient Boosting 
(XGB) 
0.237 0.202 0.449 0.899 
SVR 0.528 0.630 0.794 0.685 
 
Figure 40 - Performance of Regression Models 
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3.2.2.3. CLASSIFICATION 
 
Given the labels defined, the classification model will predict the categories in which 
the set of reviews fit. The evaluation of the most accurate model will identify the percentage 
of correctly classified examples from all predictions performed.  
Additionally, precision needs to be taken into consideration to measure the result 
relevancy, in order words, to understand how much of the predicted reviews were correctly 
assigned to the specific category. Recall measures how much of the actual reviews were 
correctly rated. 
Furthermore, the F1 score can be evaluated to see the weighted average between 
precision and recall, when there is an uneven class distribution. 
Several classification models were tested. The table below shows that the overall 
results are better than when using regression models. For classification, the best model is the 
XGB with 90.7% of accuracy, approximately 0.91 in a total of 1 in both precision, recall and F1 
score, being these the highest values of all the classification models. 
 
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
Logistic 65.12 0.663 0.651 0.646 
KNN 81.36 0.814 0.814 0.812 
Decision Tree 78.47 0.818 0.785 0.790 
Extra Trees 75.64 0.766 0.756 0.756 
Random Forest 87.66 0.879 0.877 0.877 
GB 88.16 0.883 0.882 0.882 
XGB 90.70 0.909 0.907 0.907 
Lin. SVC 63.36 0.642 0.634 0.630 
SVC 82.10 0.822 0.821 0.820 
 
Figure 41 - Performance of Classification Models 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
This thesis proposed a holistic approach regarding how Airbnb accommodation features 
and hosts’ attributes influence guest’s review score sentiment and how are the main topics 
distributed. After thoroughly cleaning and training the data, a sentiment model was defined, 
and the topic model was developed. Therefore, obtaining a fine-grained dictionary prepared 
for processing the reviews. A text-mining technique was applied in an unsupervised approach 
to analyse the predominant topics identified by Airbnb guests when expressing their opinions 
regarding their rental experiences. 
For topic modelling the MalletLDA method retrieved advice, apartment, booking, 
communication, experience, good host, interiors, location, meal, neighbourhood, noise, shops, 
surrounding, transport and trip as the most frequent topics used. Regarding the distribution 
of the main topics, apartment, interiors, neighbourhood, shops, transport, meal, noise and 
surrounding are considered business-oriented, referring to the Airbnb accommodation 
features. The other topics are social-oriented, with an exception for the location that is 
verified in such low scale to be distinguished. 
Based on the extracted results, reviews expressing positive sentiments were very frequent 
on the business-oriented topic apartment. However, taking into consideration the first layer 
of topics (business vs social), the positive sentiments were more common for social-oriented 
reviews, with topics such as the experience, advice or good host. In this way, since these 
social-oriented topics present a positive connotation in guest’s reviews, H1a is supported. In 
detail, from this analysis, it is possible to confirm that host interaction related words seem to 
be used in reviews to express positive feelings overall. Therefore, contributes to positive 
sentiments.  
As identified in prior studies and mentioned before, the interaction with the host is 
represented by the “helpfulness, flexibility and good communication”, alongside with a 
“careful clarification of destination attractions aligned with a host’s thoughtful service” and 
“authenticity and providing access to the local experience”. Kmeans method and further 
enhancement with word2vec model allowed to obtain the groups of words that are the most 
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frequent per topic. In this way, it is possible to prove that this concept of host and guest 
interaction is exactly what these three social-oriented topics refer to, namely, regarding the 
advice topic, the keywords were found to be “recommend” and “highly”. Furthermore, within 
the experience topic, the top words were “great” and “location”, whereas, for the good host, 
the main words to point out are “hosts” and “helpful”. 
Regarding the guest’s sentiments overall, in this analysis, positive sentiments are more 
verified than negative and neutral combined. In this way, the reviews tend to be positive 
either regarding business or social norms. However, when it comes to negative feelings, these 
are more frequent in social-oriented reviews, which means that more negative opinions can 
be detected when guests give their view on the advice received rather than the apartment. 
The advice seems to be both referenced in negative and positive reviews, with a higher weight 
in the negative case. This can occur since the advice in this study is perceived as, not only the 
host’s advice, but also the advice the guests are giving to other guests in the reviews and that 
can be negative if their Airbnb experience was not pleasant.  
The main question that this paper proposed to answer is “How does the Airbnb market 
norms and social norms, along with guests’ sentiments, influence the reviews? And how are 
the main topics distributed?”. Accordingly, analyzing the perspective of the main two layers 
of this study, the most important business-oriented topic mentioned in reviews is the 
apartment, while the most present social-oriented topic is the advice. Both H1 and H2 were 
supported in this study, taking into consideration the fact that social topics regard 52% of 
reviews, whilst business norms represent approximately 48% of the guest’s reviews. 
Therefore, social-oriented and business-oriented norms influence the guest’s reviews. 
Concerning hypothesis H3, that aims to verify if the “Positive (vs Negative) sentiment 
reviews have an impact on Review’s Score”, in this study, precisely the sample labelling 
performed for the predictive model, it is possible to say that reviews regarding positive 
sentiments tend to have higher ratings. However, this cannot be proven with 100% accuracy, 
since the actual review score of the extracted reviews was not made available by Airbnb. 
Additionally, H1b refers to the gap between guest’s expectations and actual perceptions 
of the accommodation having a negative impact on reviews. Regarding this hypothesis, the 
advice topic in this study could indicate that the suggestions or interaction with the host did 
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not meet the expectations and negative reviews can come from those actions. However, as 
advice also regards the guest’s opinions and not only the host’s advice, this cannot be ensured 
in this analysis. 
To complete the study, a predictive model was developed to predict the overall ratings in 
customer reviews. The data was labelled with the help of two coders and was then analysed 
and evaluated following a defined labelling agreement. With the dataset ready, training and 
testing sets were created, in which both classification and regression models with different 
feature sets were tested to assess the best predictive model for the Airbnb reviews.  
This model rates the reviews in a score from 1 to 5, where 1 means very dissatisfied and 
5 means very satisfied. The best predictive model chosen provides an accuracy of 90.70%, an 
F1 score of 0.907 and addresses the problem as classification process, in this way, ensuring 
the reviews are correctly classified in the classes defined without bias. The model was 
achieved using XGBoost Classifier, a decision-tree-based model, in which all the possibilities 
are taken into consideration. 
To conclude, this study provided, not only a thorough analysis of the Airbnb reviews in 
different cities, understanding the impact of social-oriented and business-oriented opinions 
alongside the most frequent topics and their associated keywords, combined with all the 
encompassed sentiments expressed. The predictive model adds value to this study in a way 
that no bias is verified with the high accuracy obtained and, therefore, a more accurate and 
genuine interpretation of the accommodation, interaction and overall experience can be 
obtained with high trustworthiness. 
 
4.1. THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS 
RESEARCH 
 
This research will be determinant to understand the underlying factors of the Airbnb 
review score rating attribution, not only being essential to comprehend the behaviour of the 
guests and how their sentiments influence the ratings but also crucial to clarify how the social 
and market norms impact this matter. The comprehension and evaluation of these factors 
are critical for hosts, the Airbnb and competitors, such as Hotels. Both hotels and Airbnb hosts 
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should project the customer experience to deliver their hospitality products/services always 
focusing on the customer perspective (Bharwani & Jauhari, 2013). With this information, 
hotels can understand which factors they need to study to deliver better service to their 
customers. For example, given the fact that guests value the local experience, hotels can 
improve by delivering services that satisfy this consumer need. 
The novelty of this contribution lies in the holistic and differentiated approach related to 
the variables measured, being the first, to the best of the writer’s knowledge, performed for 
these cities with these detailed factors under consideration and combining a predictive 
model. In addition to prior researches, previous projects have focused on discussing Airbnb 
accommodations’ uniqueness and travel experiences compared to hotels (Lehr, 2015), 
studying Airbnb’s legal and financial matters (Ert et al., 2016), analysing the profile and role 
of helpful reviewers in online social travel networks (Lee et al., 2011) or investigating factors 
impacting the choice/refusal to use Airbnb (Stollery & Jun, 2017; Guttentag, 2015; Tussyadiah, 
2015).  
Additionally, other authors have examined the reviews evaluating experiences of sharing 
economy-based accommodations (Cheng & Jin,2019; Zhang, 2019; Ding, 2020; Luo, 2018). 
Many studies, such as Ding (2020), mainly focus on extracting and analysing the review’s 
attributes. Whereas Luo (2018) performed an investigation of the Airbnb lodging aspects, 
including the prediction of aspect level weights. However, no previous studies were found 
encompassing directly social and business-oriented norms with Airbnb reviews, aligned with 
sentiment analysis, topic modelling and prediction of review’s ratings with the specific set of 
cities under study. 
 
4.2. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 
 
Considering the practical implications, these findings show evidence that both market and 
social norms must be taken into consideration by either new or existing hospitality providers. 
To start providing accommodation or to consolidate the current listings, making sure the 
guest’s expectations are met or exceeded is extremely important. Our findings suggest that a 
comfortable and clean apartment is one of the most important factors evaluated by the 
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customers. This is one way that hosts can obtain positive sentiments from their guests, which 
will be reflected in the reviews. 
Furthermore, the hospitality providers must bear in mind that failing to deliver the guest’s 
expectations can result in negative reviews. The gap between what customers expect and 
what they perceive when they arrive at the accommodation has a high impact on guest’s 
opinions, which reflects in the reviews they write about either the accommodation itself or 
the service provided. Hospitality suppliers must not allow the existence of this gap by any 
chance. On the other hand, if this gap is verified, the focus must be on trying to mitigate the 
guest’s disappointment as much as possible during their stay. This can be achieved through 
the host’s willingness to help, showing the guest that he/she is a responsive and friendly host, 
aiming to ensure the guest has the best stay possible. In fact, a host’s helpfulness can have a 
great impact on the guest’s final opinion on the stay. In this way, a host that failed to deliver 
the guest’s expectations, but has been available, communicating and helping in every aspect 
to mitigate the problems caused is more valued than a host that failed to deliver the expected 
and did not help in any way to improve the guest experience. 
In accordance, another way to obtain good reviews is to ensure these customers have the 
best experience possible. Customers appreciate a “wonderful”, “amazing” and “fantastic” 
booking experience. The experience level can be related to the host, as it is most of the times, 
since good host interaction does result in reviewer’s positive feelings. Hence, when the 
experience is associated with a “helpful”, “friendly”, “responsive” and “welcoming” host that 
has given “perfect” advice and recommendations during the stay, among other factors, this 
can certainly lead to a satisfied guest. These positive sentiments can result in high review 
rating, as a consequence of all the effort providers put into the services delivered. These 
reviews show not only how good the experience was, but also qualify the host in the Airbnb 
Community, where all existing and new guests search for their accommodation options. In 
this way, a high review score rating exposes the delivery of service and accommodation that 
meets or surpasses the customer expectations, which can lead to the recognition of the 
accommodation and/or host in the community and, consequently, result in more guests or 
even repeated guests to their listings. 
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5. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS 
 
As a limitation of this study, it can be pointed out the fact that, for the analysis part, only 
150k reviews were used. Ding et al. (2020) analysed service quality attributes in 242.020 
Airbnb reviews from Malaysia listings. For future analysis, more reviews could be analysed to 
reach further generalized conclusions. If possible, the closest amount to the total number of 
reviews retrieved. 
Moreover, the algorithm used for the analysis is unsupervised (LDA), which means the 
result can be different each time the algorithm is re-trained and so will the topics that the 
algorithm might determine. Future research should use different models, preferably with only 
supervised algorithms, in order to ensure the research can be generalized. Other models, such 
as the LARA model, that was developed by Wang et al. (2010), analyses the hidden aspects 
and their weights in the overall rating. This model regards both supervised and unsupervised 
approaches, including latent rating regression (LRR) algorithm. This approach was employed 
by authors such as Luo (2018). However, this still regards unsupervised algorithms, which for 
further studies should be avoided. On the other hand, Abinaya et al. (2019) presented two 
methods to detect online review categories, being one unsupervised and the other a 
supervised learning probabilistic activation method to retrieve the grammatical relationship 
between reviews. Future studies must analyse several options available to improve the study. 
Furthermore, future studies regarding the Airbnb or other Collaborative platforms can 
include other variables and more factors to study the reviews and retrieve even more detailed 
results, such as the geographical location and understand how can that influence the review 
and if there is a pattern or tendencies in reviews from different geographical locations. For 
instance, Luo (2018) showed that location is one of the five lodging aspects considered by 
guests and summarizes the listings locations in his study, presenting a map with the listings 
grouped by cheap and expensive locations. Additionally, Cheng & Jin (2019), also identified 
the location as one of the key attributes that influence Airbnb user’s experiences. In their 
investigation for the International Journal of Hospitality Management, these authors have 
presented the geo-location of each listing studied in Sydney. 
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Besides location, other topics that had a low expression in the current study, such as meal 
topic, can be further addressed to comprehend and study in detail their impact in the reviews, 
for example by extracting more reviews with those topics. Additionally, other rating scales 
and more features can be studied to address the best way to classify the reviews. Different 
improvements can be performed with this thesis as a basis, the goal will be to always ensure 
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Table 7 - Topic's top words ordered by frequency 
 

















Table 8 - Negative Topic's Mean 
 




Good Host 7.19 
Booking 6.91 
Interiors 6.36 











Table 9 - Neutral Topic's Mean 
 
 


















Table 10 - Positive Topic's Mean 
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